Innovations in technology have vastly changed the way businesses operate. Whether you offer a product or service, technology can be used to help improve a customer’s experience with your business. Genesis by ENS, is our revolutionary mounting solution for tablets, monitors and payment devices used to help companies increase sales and grow profits.

Genesis by ENS gives you:

**FLEXIBILITY**
Genesis is used for mounting tablets, monitors or payment terminal devices to provide you a single mounting solution for multiple technologies and applications throughout your store.

**CLEAN, SLEEK DESIGN**
Equipment cables are hidden inside the stand with a cable raceway designed to allow cables an exit point to connect to the device.

**ENHANCED CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE**
Genesis features tilt range from 10° to 160°, swivel range of 300° of rotation and the ability to adjust the device screen from portrait to landscape display.

**SECURITY OPTIONS**
Choose from direct mount, locking, security screws, or quick release options. Additionally, you can mount the stand to the counter with either screws or a glue pad.

**INCREASED BRAND AWARENESS**
Customize the color of your Genesis stand to blend it seamlessly into your retail interior.

**EASY INSTALLATION**
Genesis surface mounting patterns are the same as other ENS swivel stands for easy installation.

Can’t find exactly what you’re looking for? Trust ENS to solve your most difficult technology mounting problem. When you partner with our team of experts we work with you through our simple four step process to Discover, Design, Develop and Deliver a solution for you on time and within your budget. With more than 100 years of combined engineering expertise, we will deliver the right solution that fits your business needs.